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About This Game

You're back home after a few years of traveling. When you walked into your apartment, memories came flooding back to you.
Many questions require answers. You start to wonder what's wrong with your life, but suddenly notice a fly in the house.

Everything else is forgotten and replaced with one burning desire - kill the fly!

Hunt for the fly and destroy your apartment.

Hunt for the fly and don't destroy your apartment.

Forget the damn fly and simply destroy everything!!

Pick up objects, crash them and smash them. Earn points, collect ranks, search hidden objects and find the answers and reveal
unexpected mysteries.

Shooting people and alien creatures is easy. A first person shooter targeting a pesky fly is the test of a real gamer!

Main features:

Pass 3 Levels with different type of interior each of which you can to destroy.

Collect ranks, make combos and earn points.
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Search for hidden objects.

Play in various game modes with different types of lighting.
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Title: Fly in the House
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Mykhail Konokh
Publisher:
Mykhail Konokh
Release Date: 6 Mar, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or higher

Processor: 2.4 GHz or Better

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 9800 GT (512 MB memory) or equivalent discrete card (integrated cards may not work),
resolution not more than 1280x720.

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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Haven't finished the game yet but looks like a good adventure for those who enjoy games with realistic environments. Ez unlock
100 Achievements %100. Note: I have not played this game online.

I love this game. I first bought this game at a Dollar General a while back and fell in love. Even though I don't play it as much
now, it is well worth the money!. Why can't I remove games from my library?. It's one of these avoid running into walls at high
speed things. A simple game. But it's a good one. The mechanics are great - it forces you to think about how to approach
structures if you want to get better. On high fps the controls are tight and there's no trouble there. And it runs on linux, which is
a big plus for me. Definitely recommended.. For a game which claims to be powered by my imagination, it is too much
railroaded. Straight to the point of almost nonexistant replayability.
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Good immersive hack and slash with beautiful presentation and some glaring issues.

"Gates of Nowhere" tends to attract what is in my opinion bit unjust number of negativity in reviews. There are numerous issues
I will point below but I'd say it really works as immersive (linear) dungeon hack and slash horror crawler. With well done
breakable weapons/shields.

The presentation is flawless on the graphics side, the created dungeons are among the best VR underground sceneries I have
seen. Be it narrow torches lit corridors, dark halls or oddly shaped tunnels with water dripping from some source above -this all
works very well and doesn't feel like yet another store assets game (we've all seen the same dungeons/enemies models through
many a games now, didn't we?).

The combat becomes very hard as the games progresses to the point that ending of level 2 caused me to throw controllers in
disgust. Also the weapons/spells controls are a bit cumbersome, especially in the heat of combat, but are not that big of an issue.

Story? There is some bare minimal one I think, paid no attention, sorry!

There are large (linear) levels to explore -and those nicely vary in gameplay. There might be moments of intense combat
interviened with more scary (like, whole level 2... ohh my how well the tension was played in there. No, it was not the spooky
moment. No not even now. Ha! Still not now. Maybe now? No... wait for it... oh how the f about now then?! Let me say my
heart skipped a beat there...) traps avoiding through very spooky lone patch among darkness.

There are big issues with "Gates of Nowhere", however.
The weapons collisions with environment/other objects? Very not existing. Especially with scenery. Something what would be
ok-ish in 2013 maybe but in times of games like Blade and Sorcery or Tales of Glory starts to be big issue. Another issue that
developers apparently are unwilling to admit there is a problem with -is the very lack of interactions sounds. Smash your axe
into wall, your own shield held in other hand, or a chain changing from ceiling -nothing, nada. Plus the non-existing collisions.
Sometimes you can walk through 9 ft tall creature. Those really break the immersion that beautiful graphics and environmental
ambient sounds create. And I will wave off the developers reasons not to fix this big breaker (performance impact issues with
physics calculations and sounds triggering) as rather poor excuse. Those are things that if done well make games shine above the
rest.

As for combat, again, it's hit and miss. With blood. Once you get the hang of it and know how to time your attacks and blocks,
going against several enemies at once is survivable. Use shields, those are your biggest adventage. Some shields serve also as
blades, play with this fact to gain upper hand. Then pick up what enemies drop, sometimes your inventory wears off quickly. Or
f it and use two weapons in both hands, maniac style, that creates quite a punch. Overall, the engagements let you choose your
preferred method. Especially when you deal with the same group of enemies for the 5th time. Yes, you will die alot in this
game. Spells help though ;) But there are times when nothing makes sense, swords bounce off air or go through enemies without
effect. But when you time your strike well and enemy arm or head detaches into air ...then it is a good, good moment. Very nice
animations of creatures help alot.

Overall this games is hard. Dark Souls VR as people call it, can't verify, stayed away from DS series due to it's infamous
difficulty level.

This all aside as this review grew larger than I intended, do I recommend "Gates of Nowhere"? Heck yeah!
If you like the Arx Fatalises, the Dark Messiashes of the 2d era and want to relive smaller bits of those in VR -then you shall
find it here. Be warned of the issues I mentioned, pay less attention to those and you will enjoy the dark and gloomy patch in
front of you. Just wear diaper during "Throught the Darkness" (you have been warned). I am usually not a fan of this kind of
game. However, I am quite tired recently and want to find a game which can bring the relax. This game reminds me of Rayman,
which is my childhood. I spent several hours quite fun and relaxed on it and I also recommend to my friends.. Very poor X-Com
copy that fails to live up to even the other UFO titles. Not worth buying at any price.. Surprisingly good game, fun to play with
friends. I recommend.. I love this one and high praise to the developer(s) for their first entry onto Steam with this really fun and
unique action game!

Watch my first play and impressions video HERE:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=dRHqJCHfO1o&feature=youtu.be
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It starts off pretty difficult but if you are patient, you'll be rewarded with some really fun and high adrenaline retro arcade
gaming fun here with BlamBox! This game runs very smooth on my 3 year old gaming pc netting over 500 fps, is 100% mouse
controlled so no worrying about what keys to use and it's a blast to play!

Definitely recommended and well worth the asking price here! Don't miss out if you enjoy these kinds of games! 9 out of 10

Hammer Throw Improvents:
I made two improvements to make using the "hammer throw" ability a little easier.

I added an alternative way of performing the move. Instead of moving the mouse in circles, you can rapidly press left and right
(or 'A' and 'D') repeatedly a few times until the character starts to spin. This may be easier for some people.

I also added a projectile path display to help with aiming. It's a little imprecise, mainly because the character is spinning so
timing can also affect the throw.

. Localization: Help Me Translate!:

Help Me Translate!. Downtown Casino Poker Leagues : Texas Hold'em Poker Tournaments Cosplay Convention Crisis Tiny
Love Lucy Got Problems Attack of the Giant Mutant Lizard Added Korean and Portuguese:
Thanks to the work of two translators, I was able to add translations for Portuguese and Korean.

Some of the text might look weird though, because the font I'm using doesn't have all the characters used for Portuguese. Oh
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well.

Anyway... If you notice any mistakes, or can provide additional translations or suggestions on improving the current text, feel
free to email me at support@medicatedgames.com.
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